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IRS regulations promise to shake things up
arly this month, the
IRS released proposed
regulations under
Section 2704 of the
Internal Revenue
Code. If adopted, the proposed
regulations will have far-reaching implications in the estate
planning world.
The proposed regulations set
out to significantly reduce the
availability of valuation discounts
in transferring interests in family
entities, including limited partnerships and limited liability
companies.
Background
In 1990, Section 2704 of the
Internal Revenue Code was
passed with the intention of limiting the aggressive use of valuation discounts. However, over the
past 25 years, several tax court
cases and state laws have undermined the IRS’ ability to enforce
the rules. Since 2003, the IRS
has listed valuation discount concerns in their “Priority Guidance
Plan” every year.
Under current law, the IRS
allows valuation discounts in the
transfer of such interests by gift
or upon death in family-owned
businesses to account for lack of
control or lack of marketability.
Such valuation discounts allow
taxpayers to gift or transfer
minority interests in family entities to family members at a discounted gift or transfer tax cost,
which in turn allows clients to
maximize wealth transfer
between generations and reduce
estate tax consequences.
For example, if mom owns a 10
percent limited partnership
interest in a family limited part-
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